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Abstract: In VLSI system design, the digital adders significantly affects the overall proficiency of the system. Having adders withlow
cost and fast addition operation is the most desirable requirement in todays VLSI design and Carry Select Adder (CSLA) isthe most
appropriate among all known adder structures. This proposed work uses a 3T XOR gate to design a 16-bit CSLA which largely reduces
the total transistor count of 16-bit CSLA as XOR gates are essential block in adders. This reduction in total transistor count helps in the
reduction of power consumption and power-delay product (PDP) with an increase in speed when compared with Modified-CSLA.
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1 Introduction

The growing market of portable equipments like cellular
phones and laptops demands the microelectronic circuits
design with ultra low power dissipation. As the
integration, size and complexity of chips continue to
increase, there is a significant increase in power
consumption [1,2,3,4]. As adders are basic building
blocks of complex arithmetic circuits, therefore any
optimization of their speed and power consumption can
have considerable impact on power efficiency and speed
of the overall system. Adders are widely used in Central
Processing Unit (CPU), Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU)
and floating point units, for address generation in case of
cache or memory access and in digital signal processing
[5,6].

Addition is the most basic arithmetic operation. For
adding two binary numbers several adder structures based
on very different design ideas exist. Thus to implement an
addition circuit one must decide which circuit is most
appropriate for its planned application. Depending upon
the area, delay, and power consumption, the various
adders are categorized as ripple carry adder (RCA), carry
select adder (CSLA) and carry look ahead adder (CLAA).
CSLA provides a balance between the small area but
longer delay of RCA and the large area with small delay
of CLAA [ 7]. In CSLA, pair of RCAs are used for

addition, that is, one block of RCA with Cin (carry in) = 0
and other block of RCA with Cin = 1. Depending on the
value of previous carry, the final sum and carry outputs
are selected using multiplexer. As the pair of RCAs used
for each bit addition increases the complexity as well as
transistor count, the simplest kind of CSLA is not very
efficient [8].

As well known, XOR gates form the fundamental
building block of full adders, therefore enhancing the
performance of the XOR gates can significantly improve
the performance of the adder. In our previous work, 3T
XOR gate based 8-bit CSLA was designed which showed
the enhancement in the performance of 8-bit CSLA in
terms of power consumption and power delay product [9].
Here in this paper, we have extended our work to design a
16-bit CSLA using 3T-XOR gate based on static CMOS
inverter logic and Pass transistor logic (PTL). The main
advantage of using 3T-XOR gate is that the power
consumption as well as the delay time of the circuit
decreases due to the large decrease in number of
switching transistors (MOSFETs) used in the design of
16-bit CSLA.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows
the previous works done on carry select adder including
the detailed structure and analysis of Regular CSLA as
well as Modified CSLA. Section 3 explains the proposed
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Fig. 1: Regular 16-bit CSLA.

Table 1: Truth table of 4-bit BEC

I[3:0] X[3:0]

0000 0001

0001 0010

0010 0011

0011 0100

0100 0101

0101 0110

0110 0111

0111 1000

1000 1001

1001 1010

1010 1011

1011 1100

1100 1101

1101 1110

1110 1111

1111 0000

CSLA and evaluates the reduction in switching transistors
(MOSFETs) count. The implementation details as well as
simulation results of proposed CSLA are analyzed in
Section 4 and Section 5 concludes the whole work.

Fig. 2: 4-bit BEC circuit.

2 PREVIOUS WORKS ON CARRY
SELECT ADDER

In digital adder circuits, the sum output for each bit
position is produced sequentially only after the previous
bit position has been summed and a carry propagated into
the next position. Therefore the speed of addition (delay
time) is limited due to the time taken by the carry signal
to propagate through the adder. The introduction of
Regular carry select adder (R-CSLA) mitigated the
problem of carry propagation delay as multiple carries are
generated independently and the correct sum and carry
outputs are selected depending on the value of previous
carry [8]. As discussed earlier, this type of CSLA (i.e.,
R-CSLA) was not area as well as power efficient due to
the use of pair of RCAs (each for Cin = 0 and Cin = 1) to
produce the final sum and carry output. The 16-bit
R-CSLA is shown in Figure 1.

As the use of pair of RCA’s largely degrades the
performance of R-CSLA, various attempts have been
made to avoid the dual use of RCA in CSLA design [10,
11]. To overcome this problem of dual RCA’s, an add-one
circuit known as Binary to Excess-1 Converter (BEC)
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Fig. 3: Modified 16-bit CSLA.

Fig. 4: 3-T XOR gate.

circuit was introduced. BEC is a circuit which simply
adds 1 to the input bits. This BEC circuit replaced the
RCA with Cin = 1 used in R-CSLA which results in low
power consumption and an area efficient CSLA as lesser
numbers of logic gates were used in BEC as compared to
n-bit RCA [12,13]. The circuit diagram and truth table of
4-bit BEC are shown in Figure 2 and Table 1,
respectively.

The 16-bit modified carry select adder (M-CSLA)
having modified area and power consumption due to the
use of BEC (add-one circuit) is shown in Figure 3. As
shown in the Figure 3, 16-bit M-CSLA was divided into
five groups with different bit sizes of RCA and BEC. This
M-CSLA contains different bit sized RCAs (for Cin = 0),
BEC circuits (for Cin = 1), and multiplexers (MUX). One
input to the MUX is sum along with carry outputs from
RCA and another input to the MUX is sum along with
carry outputs from BEC circuit. The final correct sum and
carry outputs are selected depending upon the value of
previous carry which is inputted as a select line to the
MUX. As the BEC circuit uses lesser number of logic
gates (or transistors) than the RCA, the M-CSLA has
reduced area and power consumption with small speed
penalty as compared to R-CSLA but there is still scope to
enhance the performance of M-CSLA [12].

Table 2: Comparison of various Carry Select Adders

Adder Total Power Delay Power-Delay Product

(µW) (ns) (10−15)

16- bit Regular 527.5 2.775 1463.8

CSLA [8]

16- bit Modified 471.8 3.048 1438

CSLA [12]

16- bit CSLA 453.6 3.025 1372

[15]

16- bit Proposed 273.4 2.555 697.17

CSLA

3 PROPOSED WORK ON CSLA

The XOR gates form the basic building block of CSLA,
therefore any modification in XOR gate can largely
enhance the performance of CSLA. This proposed work
simply focuses on a modified XOR gate. Here, we use a
3-T XOR gate instead of 12-T XOR gate used in previous
designs of Regular-CSLA and Modified-CSLA which
helps in reduction in transistor count and enhancing
various performance parameters of CSLA like power
consumption, delay time and Power-Delay Product (PDP)
[14]. The circuit diagrams of 3-T XOR gate and proposed
16-bit CSLA are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 respectively.

A single modified XOR gate (3-T XOR gate) used in
this work has 9 lesser transistors as compared to the XOR
gate (12-T XOR gate) used in earlier works on CSLA.
The proposed 16-bit CSLA is divided into 5 groups as
shown in Fig.5. The total reduction in transistor count for
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Fig. 5: Proposed 16-bit CSLA.

(a) (b)

Fig. 6: Post simulation results: (a) input waveform A0 to A7 and (b) input waveform A8 to A15

(a) (b)

Fig. 7: Post simulation results: (a) input waveform B0 to B7 and (b) input waveform B8 to B15
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(a) (b)

Fig. 8: Post simulation results: (a) output waveform S0 to S7 and (b)output waveform S8 to S15 andCout.

Fig. 9: Power, Delay and PDP comparison for various CSLAs

each group is calculated below:-
Group1-It contains two Full adders. As each full adder
consists of two XOR gates, therefore total transistor count
reduction for group 1 is:-
Number of XOR gates used = 4
Transistor count reduction = 36 (4*9).
Group2-It contains one Full adder, one Half adder and
one 3-bit Binary to Excess-1 Converter (BEC). The
transistor count reduction for group 2 is as follows:
Number of XOR gates used = 5 (2+1+2)
Transistor count reduction = 45 (5*9).
Group3-It contains two Full adders, one Half adder and
one 4-bit Binary to Excess-1 Converter (BEC). The
transistor count reduction for group 3 is as follows:-
Number of XOR gates used = 8 (2*2) +1+3
Transistor count reduction = 72 (8*9).
Group4-It contains three Full adders, one Half adder and
one 5-bit BEC. The transistor count reduction for group 4
is as follows:-
Number of XOR gates used = 11 (3*2) +1+4
Transistor count reduction = 99 (11*9).
Group5-It contains four Full adders, one Half adder and
one 6-bit BEC. The transistor count reduction for group 5
is as follows:-

Number of XOR gates used = 14 (4*2) +1+5
Transistor count reduction = 126 (14*9).

On adding up the transistor count reduction for all the
five groups, the overall reduction in number of switching
transistors (MOSFET’s) in proposed 16-bit CSLA as
compared to the previously designed 16-bit M-CSLA is
378. This large reduction in number of switching
transistors due to the use of 3-T XOR gate reduces the
power consumption, delay time as well as the
Power-delay product (PDP) of 16-bit CSLA.

4 SIMULATION RESULTS

The proposed design of 16-bit CSLA has been simulated
in Tanner Tools version 13.0 using 90 nm technology
having an input supply voltage of 1.0 V. The proposed
design is simulated with a 12.5MHz waveform with rise
and fall times of 4 ns. In this design, the power-delay
simulation of the proposed 16-bit CSLA has been carried
out for all input patterns and from the simulation results,
the worst case power consumption as well as delay time is
noted down. The power consumption, delay time and
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Power-delay product (PDP) of proposed 16-bit CSLA is
compared with 16-bit R-CSLA and M-CSLA. The
comparison is shown in Table 2

It is evident from the table that the proposed 16-bit
CSLA has the superior performance as compared to all
other existing CSLA’s. The power consumption of
proposed CSLA is significantly reduced when compared
with M-CSLA and R-CSLA. The attractive feature of
proposed 16-bit CSLA is that instead of any speed
penalty with reduction in power consumption, the new
designed CSLA has reduced delay time which was not
achieved in earlier designs. The proposed 16-bit CSLA
has power consumption reduction by 48.2% and 42.1%
and delay time reduction by 8.1% and 16.3% when
compared with R-CSLA and M-CSLA respectively. The
Power-delay product (PDP) of proposed 16-bit CSLA is
greatly reduced by 52.3% and 51.5% when compared
with R-CSLA and M-CSLA respectively. The proposed
CSLA also performs much better than other CSLA’s
present in literature [15].

The post simulation input-output waveforms for the
16-bit proposed CSLA are shown in Figures 6, 7 and 8,
respectively. Figure 9 shows the comparison of various
carry select adders in graphical form for the data given in
Table II. As shown in the graph the proposed CSLA has
the best performance in terms of power consumption,
delay time and Power-delay product (PDP) when
compared with regular CSLA [8], modified CSLA [12],
CSLA [15].

5 CONCLUSION

Knowing that the performance of CSLA largely depends
upon the XOR gate used, here in this work a 16-bit CSLA
is designed using a 3T XOR gate instead of 12T XOR
gate which results in large reduction in number of
switching transistors (MOSFETs). The attractive feature
of proposed 16-bit CSLA is that instead of any increase in
delay time (speed penalty) with the reduction in power
consumption, the Proposed 16-bit CSLA has decreased
delay time. When compared with other existing CSLA’s
like R- CSLA and M-CSLA, the proposed 16-bit CSLA
has reduction in power consumption by 48.2% and 42.1%
and delay time reduction by 8.1% and 16.3% respectively.
Therefore the power-delay product (PDP) is reduced by
52.3% and 51.5% when compared with R-CSLA and
P-CSLA respectively. Therefore the proposed 16-bit
CSLA is a very good option for low power, high speed
circuit design. In future it would be interesting to design
32-bit and 64-bit CSLA using 3T XOR gate.
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